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Abstract

We investigate the impact of combining multiple representations derived
from heterogeneous data sources on the performance of machine learning (ML)
models. In particular, we experimentally compare the approach in which in-
dependent models are trained on data representations from different sources
with the one in which a single model is trained on joined data representations.
As a case study, we discuss various entity representation learning methods and
their applications in our data-driven advisory framework for video game players,
called SENSEI. We show how to use the discussed methods to learn representa-
tions of cards and decks for two popular collectible card games (CCGs), namely
Clash Royale (CR) and Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft (HS). Then, we follow
our approach to create ML models which constitute the back-end for several
out of SENSEI’s end-user functionalities. When learning representations, we
consider techniques inspired by the NLP domain, as they allow us to create em-
beddings which capture various aspects of similarity between entities. We put
them together with representations composed of manually engineered features
and standard bags-of-cards. On top of that, we propose a new end2end deep
learning architecture with an attention mechanism aimed at reflecting meaning-
ful inter-entity interactions.
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1. Introduction

The analytics of data from computer games is getting increasingly grow-
ing attention from the data science community. Among many reasons for this
phenomenon is the fact that video game players constitute a large share of the
population. According to reports by wepc.com1 and Grand View Research2,5

there are more than 2.5 billion players all around the world. Only in the U.S.,
68% of households host at least one person who plays video games at least 3
hours per week. This number would be even greater if we added people who are
interested in eSports and follow news related to the growing number of interna-
tional eSport events. There is also a large group of fans who search the web and10

dedicated social media (e.g., Discord, Twitch) for information regarding games
they like, even though they do not play by themselves. Intelligent game data
analytics aims at answering the needs of those heterogeneous social groups.

One of the pivotal issues related to video game data analytics is the fact that
games, especially mobile video games, generate enormous amounts of data. This15

data may come from various sources, such as game logs, textual descriptions,
databases of game results, and other meta-data. The utilization of such data in
practice requires a proper identification of in-game entities, concepts, and com-
plex relations between them. To this end, we need to develop a representation
of the analyzed concepts, which is appropriate for the given task. The question20

is whether can we take advantage of the richness of available data sources and
come up with a unified method for constructing such representations.

The considered problem of putting together multiple data representations
computed using multimodal data sources is one of fundamental issues in SEN-
SEI – the software framework which we developed in order to provide support25

and advice to video game players [19]. Accordingly, we discuss several entity rep-
resentation learning mechanisms that were deployed in the first proof-of-concept
of SENSEI that is focused on collectible card games (CCGs). In particular, we
adapt methods inspired by techniques from the NLP domain for the purpose of
learning representations of game cards using various data sources. We also pro-30

pose a new end2end approach for learning representations of cards and decks,
that uses the multihead attention mechanism to discover meaningful card in-
teractions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on data from two
popular mobile video games – Clash Royale (CR) and Hearthstone: Heroes of
Warcraft (HS). Both of those games were the topic of research described in the35

literature [13] and can be seen as good representatives of the CCG genre.
This paper extends our previous research in the above areas [18]. Not only do

we show that the constructed representations capture similarities between cards,
but we also confirm their usefulness for ML problems related to the video game
analytics, such as the estimation of deck win-rates and active learning of deck40

archetypes. We also illustrate how our aforementioned end2end attention-based

1https://www.wepc.com/news/video-game-statistics/
2https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/video-game-market
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model, in addition to learning useful card representations, can be employed to
discover effective counter-plays to individual game cards. Finally, we investigate
the impact of combining multiple heterogeneous representations on the perfor-
mance of ML models. We compare the approach in which independent models45

are trained on data representations from different sources with the one in which
a single model is trained on joined data representations. One of our most in-
teresting observations is that often these two approaches are worth combining,
i.e., it is beneficial to create an ensemble in which some models are built on
individual embedding-based representations while the other ones are learned on50

a richer, “concatenated” representation of all data sources.
Even though the application discussed in this paper is related to a single

game genre, we believe that the methods which we describe have much wider
use. They may be easily transferred to any game that involves using collections
of entities, e.g., custom compositions of equipment, characters in a team, troops55

in an army, etc. Moreover, the real-life applications of the considered techniques
may go beyond the domain of computer games. For instance, an analogous
approach could be taken to learn representations of soccer players and teams to
facilitate a prediction of game outcomes. Even broader, one can consider the
application areas which are not related to any games at all. For example, the60

process-mining-related methods aimed at planning and optimizing various kinds
of actions and procedures (in industry and logistics [1], hospital information
systems [42], etc.) often need to learn from diverse information sources.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review
the literature and explain relations between our current research and other do-65

mains. In Section 3, we describe SENSEI and its commercial deployments up to
now. Apart from giving its overview, we present examples of its functionalities
that are based on intelligent data analysis and require proper representations of
game cards and decks. In Section 4, we discuss various techniques of learning
embeddings of cards based on various data sources, such as databases of game70

results, collections of decks formed by players, textual descriptions of cards and
their mechanics, and their basic characteristics extracted from game data. We
introduce a novel architecture of a deep neural network (DNN) which learns in-
teractions between cards to, e.g., detect efficient counter-plays (Subsection 4.4).
This architecture provides us with one more type of embedding that can be used75

for building ensembles of ML models based on diverse data representations (Sub-
section 4.5). In Section 5, we report conducted experiments. In the tests, we
check how different representations influence the quality of prediction models
in tasks related to the functionalities of SENSEI. In Section 6, we analyze the
obtained results. We pay particular attention to the investigated scenarios of80

combining multimodal embeddings. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The video games area is a popular test-bed in AI studies. This stems from the
fact that solutions to many game-related problems can be easily transferred to
real-life issues, such as planning, real-time decision making and general AI [24].85
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Many researchers focus on development of bots capable of playing at human or
even super-human level. Examples include applications in complex video games
such as Doom [27] or Starcraft [23]. This refers to the domain of ML as well.
For instance, for the aforementioned Starcraft, it is reported in [21] how to use
generative adversarial neural networks to decode partially observed states from90

accumulated feature maps (images). As another example, in [5] one can read
about the first AI system which defeats the world champions at an eSports game.
The system builds an inner gradient-learned representation of the game state.
Actually, it is constructed hierarchically using embedding, dense, convolutional
and aggregation layers to combine simple entities and hand-crafted features into95

representations of units and teams. However, it requires an enormous amount
of data and processing power, which is prohibitive for a typical application.

Although the above works constitute a great source of inspiration how to
learn game representations, they are aimed at creating powerful artificial play-
ers. On the other hand, in this paper we are interested in using ML for video100

game data analytics [12]. Such analytics can be useful at many stages, starting
from the process of game development and finishing with advisory tools for game
players. We go back to this topic in Section 3, where we introduce the function-
ality and ML-related aspects of our SENSEI framework [19]. Let us mention
that analogous solutions can be considered also for other domains, particularly105

when it comes to integrating domain knowledge into ML models [6].
Video game analytics was also a topic of several data mining competitions.

One of them was related to the most recent deployment of SENSEI, namely a
video game called Tactical Troops: Anthracite Shift (TT)3. In this case, the in-
put data was available in a form of gameplay logs, aggregated data summaries,110

and screenshots. Such a rich, multimodal data greatly facilitated training ML
models for predicting game winners [34]4. We also organized two ML competi-
tions related to CCGs and the problem of predicting deck win-rates: AAIA’18
Data Mining Challenge: Predicting Win-rates of Hearthstone Decks [20]5 and
Clash Royale Challenge: How to Select Training Decks for Win-rate Prediction115

[17]6. Data sets provided for those competitions are still openly available.
Different studies show that a proper input representation is often the key

to the ML model performance [4, 41]. In this context, feature engineering was
a topic of extensive research [25]. It has been demonstrated that constructing
additional features often improves ML models’ generalization capacity. How-120

ever, practical studies show that when too many new features are added, the
performance of classifiers often deteriorates due to the so-called, curse of di-
mensionality [3]. Various methods of dealing with this phenomenon were pro-
posed, ranging from unsupervised dimensionality reduction, e.g., LSA [43], to
supervised feature selection [29]. More recently, a novel technique of automatic125

3https://tacticaltroops.net/
4https://knowledgepit.ml/predicting-victories-in-video-games/
5https://knowledgepit.ml/predicting-winrates-of-hearthstone-decks/
6https://knowledgepit.ml/clash-royale-challenge/
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feature engineering based on reinforcement learning was proposed [26]. In other
work [37], authors propose a technique for learning automatic data transforma-
tions that can be applied on new data without relying on model evaluation.

Various representations are suitable for different tasks. When it comes to
CCGs, it is worth beginning with the methods of Natural Language Process-130

ing (NLP), whereby representation learning is very common. The state of the
art results are often achieved through unsupervised model pretraining. Then,
knowledge can be extracted from the model in form of word embeddings or the
model can be further fine-tuned to a specific NLP task. Older approaches used
to learn word representations such as word2vec [36] (e.g., CBOW or skip-gram135

model) from word context in a big text corpora. Recent language models such
as BERT [8] are capable of distilling information connected to the specific word
from the whole sentence and incorporate it into the contextualized word embed-
ding. Therefore, they can obtain distinguishable representations of homonyms
and capture the meaning of words in a more interpretable way.140

Contextualized representation learning is popular also outside of the field of
NLP, mainly due to the common incorporation of the attention-based mecha-
nism into various DNN architectures. The attention layers allow DNNs to learn
which parts of the input data are more important than others depending on
the given context. In computer vision, the attention mechanism can be used to145

learn a contextualized representation of image patches [10]. In [2], the attention
is used to sequentially select features important for the prediction performance
on tabular data sets. The authors show that this approach increases model
quality and makes it more interpretable at the same time. The attention-based
approach can be also used to learn set representations that are permutation-150

invariant [28]. This task is related to the problem of learning deck embeddings
in Subsection 4.4. Moreover, the problem of co-attention involves attending
jointly to multiple data sources [31]. The architecture proposed in Subsection
4.4, is an example of co-attention to both decks simultaneously. The attention
mechanism can be utilized also to integrate multimodal data, e.g., in the task of155

learning so-called social image embeddings. In [16], the authors propose a deep
attention model to jointly embed multimodal input composed of image, text,
and link data. This approach can be compared to our own way of working with
multimodal data, although in our case, we use the attention outcomes only as
one of many embeddings, rather than the integrator of all modalities.160

In case of traditional ML classifiers, knowledge from various sources can be
incorporated in the representation of input data or used during feature or hyper-
parameter selection [11]. At the same time, ensembles usually outperform single
model predictors in most of cases [9]. The topic of constructing reliable, yet not
overly complex model ensembles was widely studied in the context of the diversi-165

fication of the data representation [15]. In particular, combining models trained
on randomized feature subsets is a commonly used technique [22]. An appropri-
ate model selection and voting method can boost the predictive performance of
a model ensemble [48], especially in case of imbalanced multi-label classification
problems [14]. Ensemble learning methods were also applied for constructing170

similarity measures appropriate for various classification tasks [47, 49]. There-
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fore, we explore ensemble approaches which can achieve good results on various
tasks, and may be used as a baseline out-of-the-box solution that supports also
the future, yet not thoroughly specified analytical functionalities.

The main motivation for this paper was to explore and compare methods175

of constructing ensembles of diverse multimodal data representations. Let us
refer to our own already-mentioned research on learning representations of cards
and decks in CCGs [18]. Although useful as a background, that research did
not embrace the crucial topic of putting different representations together into
ensembles yet. Our new way of building multimodal ensembles can be compared180

with a number of other approaches to heterogeneous data processing, including
infrared images, sketches, depth images or text descriptions [30, 46]. Herein,
one can compare late integration methods that combine decisions based on each
modality by voting or scoring and, on the other hand, early integration methods
that merge features from different modalities by concatenation or learning a joint185

representation [39]. Interestingly, the results reported in Section 5 show that
these two different strategies can be successfully blended together.

3. Analytics of CCG Data in SENSEI

For every eSports game, there are dedicated web portals, such as MobAn-
alytics7 or HsReplay8, providing game data and statistics that players can use190

to gain insights about various aspects of the game. Players can visit such sites,
e.g., to learn popular starting strategies, get familiar with the current trends
in meta-game (i.e., the most popular and efficient play strategies at the given
time) or simply check preferences of others. The one thing that is missing in
the most portals are mentoring tools for less experienced players. Often, only195

advanced players are able to take advantage of information provided by portals
thanks to their experience. The rest of the community has to rely on generic
internet resources or ask for recommendations from fellow players on social me-
dia. However, recommendations like that are rarely customized for particular
players’ situation, and thus, may be inconsistent with their playing style.200

The SENSEI framework was designed to cope with the above issues. It
provides in-depth data analysis and advice for players. Its main goal is to
support players in the continuous development of their skills by giving them
personalized feedback about their performance and providing ML-based tools
and game-related recommendations. For the first proof-of-concept of SENSEI,205

we chose the aforementioned CCG game Clash Royale (CR). CCG is a game
genre in which in-game progress of players is related to the acquisition of new
cards. Players start with a small set of cards and gather new ones through
gameplay or in-app purchases. This type of games usually involves some sort
of players’ ranking indicating their skills in comparison to other competitors.210

7https://mobalytics.gg/
8https://hsreplay.net/
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Players form a strongly motivated community, they want to improve their skills,
extend their cards collection, and climb the game ranking.

3.1. Data-driven game advisor
For many online video games, the meta-game is dynamically evolving. There-

fore, the models used to solve analytical problems, such as prediction of deck215

win-rates for CCGs, should be always fitted with the newest data. To achieve
the best accuracy of these models, SENSEI needs to collect as much data as pos-
sible, therefore a high performance and scalable data acquisition architecture is
proposed [19]. The architecture is capable of efficiently processing and storing
a stream game logs. The potential volume of data in a month can be estimated220

by Nplayers · S, where Nplayers is an approximated number of active players in
the month and S is an average size of one game log. CR was estimated to have
22 000 000 active players in March 20199 and the average size of one game log
is 23 kB10, which results in more than 506 GB of data generated by the players
during a month. HS was estimated to have 5 000 000 players in March 201911,225

however, as HS does not have an official API with game logs available, there is
also no reasonable lower bound estimation on the log data size. Nevertheless,
available data grows by hundreds of GBs per month. Therefore, the collection of
data is modularized in a way that every resource fetching can be independently
horizontally scaled. All the retrieved data is then deposited in Apache Kafka12

230

for further processing and backing up in MongoDB or HDFS. After retrieval
from Kafka, processing of data takes place. This step can also be scaled up in
the same manner. The procedure ends with transformed data mapped to the
data schema and inserted to a relational database. Stored data can be retrieved
by an application and presented to the user or passed to ML algorithms.235

As visible in Figure 1, SENSEI takes advantage of all data sources that
are available for a particular game. Data sources that can be obtained de-
pend strongly on many factors like: the game type, the game developers studio
approach to data sharing, and the game community. In practice, information
about the game can be obtained among the others from: players in-game his-240

tory, game logs, constants representing in-game entities or even articles about
game mechanics. Diversity between these data sources requires methods of uni-
fication and representation in a way which enables further use in ML models or
interpretation by an intelligent analytical system. Because the best results are
obtained when the embedding method is matched to the data type, we explored245

various representation methods, therefore utilizing all available data.

3.2. Reaching beyond CCGs
Even though the first SENSEI’s proof-of-concept was focused on CR, it could

be easily extended to other CCGs, such as HS. Moreover, we used SENSEI to

9https://activeplayer.io/clash-royale/
10https://docs.royaleapi.com/json/player_2JGYG2YY_battles.json
11https://activeplayer.io/hearthstone/
12https://kafka.apache.org/
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Figure 1: Visual representation of embeddings in the SENSEI framework. First, embeddings
are created from data sources available for a particular game. Each embedding type is obtained
by the transformation of one or multiple available data sources. The data sources usually define
which approaches, therefore embeddings can be used for a particular task. The embeddings
try to capture semantic differences between the objects in an ML-friendly representation. In
SENSEI, as reported further in Section 5, they are first validated using card triples similarity
task. This task is used as a sanity check if embeddings properly capture the domain knowledge
in an explainable manner. This preliminary test can be also used to choose the best embedding
size for an approach and domain if we generated embeddings with multiple sizes. At last, the
chosen embeddings are used to train ML models solving the SENSEI’s tasks.

create an advisory portal for a different video game, called Tactical Troops:250

Anthracite Shift (TT)13. TT belongs to a different type of video game genre
than CCGs – it is a turn-based tactical combat simulation game. Nevertheless,
almost all of the concepts discussed in this section can be translated into TT.
This fact illustrates the universality of the SENSEI framework.

Instead of deck building, in TT there is a preparation of a so-called loadout255

for a game. It consists in choices made before a match regarding the starting
resources, which is an analogy to a deck that a player brings to a match. In
TT, this refers to unit types for the squad, as well as weapons assigned to them
from the available pool. SENSEI can assist in the process of loadout creation
exactly like it handles the deck creation, i.e., by suggesting items of equipment260

and units that will lead to the strongest combination due to the estimated win-
rate criteria. TT’s version of SENSEI predicts also the preferences of players
and suggests them loadouts that will likely fit well to their playing style.

SENSEI also delivers in-depth statistics and aggregations for collected data.
For TT, it additionally provides a special replay tool that allows players to265

watch previous games of their own or other players (e.g., the most skillful ones).
It facilitates advanced annotation and displays statistics for each map. The
statistics are shown in form of heatmaps displayed on top of the gameplay. The
heatmaps inform, e.g., where troops usually die, where explosions usually occur
(shown in Figure 2), or where grenades are thrown. Thanks to such information,270

13https://sensei.tacticaltroops.net/
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Figure 2: Replay tool in the SENSEI framework developed for Tactical Troops: Anthracite
Shift. A particular heatmap is toggled on which shows the magnitude and range of explosions.

players become more aware of places that are particularly dangerous, learn where
traps usually occur and where they should not leave their units.

Going further, it is often useful to measure (dis)similarity of in-game con-
cepts and visually represent the results of measurements in form of clusters.
In CCGs, we analyze the similarities of cards and decks and cluster them into275

archetypes, whereas for the TT purposes, we can cluster players into similar
profiles, e.g., aggressive players. This is yet another example of a universal
method of representation albeit applied to different game notions.

In summary, although in this paper we refer to CCGs as the main case study
to examine the performance of our game concepts representation methods, the280

analogous methods of learning, combining and utilizing game entity representa-
tions can be used for other games. Moreover, we believe that the formulations
of analytic tasks specific to the CCGs often have a universal meaning, and the
proposed solutions can be transferred to other non-game domains.

4. Learning Card Embeddings from Multi-source Data285

To learn representations that facilitate the analytics of CCGs, we need to
cover a broad range of aspects related to considered games. We need to model
complex dependencies between game rules and cards and capture many possible
ways they can interact with each other. For this purpose, we need to take ad-
vantage of all available data sources. We start with the task of representing the290

building blocks of such games – the cards and card decks. Since the relationship
between cards and decks bears some resemblance to the relationship of words
and sentences, we explore the versatility of the NLP techniques to this end.
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Herein, we aim to encode each card as a vector from multidimensional space,
applicable in various prediction and visualization tasks. In further subsections,295

we will proceed with more advanced representations and finally, we will discuss
how to combine them with each other to obtain efficient ML models.

More formally, let us consider a set of game entities U . We model the
problem of constructing embeddings of instances from U , based on an available
data source DSU , by means of specifying the following function:300

eDSU
: U −→ Rm (1)

such that the following implication holds:

(eDSU
(u1), eDSU

(u2)) ∈ τSim
Rm×Rm =⇒ (u1, u2) ∈ τSim

U×U (2)

where τSim
U×U ⊆ U × U and τSim

Rm×Rm ⊆ Rm ×Rm are similarity relations defined
over U and Rm, respectively. τSim

U×U can only be expressed indirectly by expe-
rienced players, e.g., by indicating pairs of cards or decks that they consider
similar in the context of their function in a game. To approximate τSim

U×U , we305

explore multiple data sources and embedding construction methods such as ex-
pert knowledge embeddings, text mining of community-made resources, learning
embeddings from decks created by players, and analyzing in-game battles.

4.1. Expert knowledge-based embeddings
The most straightforward way of constructing card embeddings relies on310

human expert knowledge. Experts – typically experienced and skillful players
– are often able to indicate the most important characteristics of considered
entities. In case of CCGs where the number of cards is typically large (for HS,
there are 1 596 collectible cards and, e.g., more than 13 600 cards in Magic:
the Gathering), apart from defining relevant features of game cards, the experts315

could also provide a method for extracting their values from available game
resources. This aspect is particularly important for games that evolve in time,
e.g., by adding new cards with different mechanics. In such a situation, the
experts need to be continually involved to monitor and update the resulting set
of features. Fortunately, databases with card descriptions are publicly available320

and well-maintained for the most of popular eSport games. In particular, for
the games considered in our study, there are specialized APIs1415 that allow us
to obtain the most fundamental information about cards in a convenient way.

For the purpose of our study, we asked a group of experienced CR and
HS players to define features for cards, based on information provided by the325

available APIs. As a result, we obtained card characteristics composed of a
mixture of numeric (e.g., mana cost) and symbolic features (e.g., type of a card).
In total, the experts defined 32 and 39 features for CR and HS, respectively.

14https://developer.clashroyale.com/
15https://hearthstonejson.com/
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4.2. Text-mining embeddings
Another source of information about video games are fan-based web portals.330

Players often create Wikipedia-like sites for their favourite games, with separate
articles devoted to individual game entities. For SENSEI, sites like that are of
a great value. Portals related to CCGs have special sections about all cards
from the game. Such articles often provide detailed information about card’s
basic characteristics, as well as natural language descriptions of their advanced335

properties and related in-game usage strategies. This data can be used to create
card embeddings by employing common text-mining techniques.

In our experiments, we consider three different representations that make
use of natural language descriptions of cards from Wiki pages. The first one
is based on a standard tf-idf representation. The Wiki pages corresponding340

to particular cards are regarded as regular textual documents. After a typical
text cleaning step (i.e., lowercasing, removing punctuation, and stemming), we
compute the frequency of each term in the document and multiply it by the
logarithm of inverted frequency of its occurrence in all card descriptions. As
a result, for CR we obtained vectors of size 1 683, and for HS is was 5 636.345

The big difference in the vector size can be explained by the fact that the total
number of cards available for HS is a few times higher than for CR. Indeed, in
CR each card level has the same textual description. Thus, at the time of our
experiments, the number of cards in HS was 1 595 vs. only 96 in CR.

The second representation extends the first one. We transformed the ob-350

tained card-term matrix using the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) technique [43]
into a vector space of hidden concepts. We considered several sizes of the con-
cept space (the number of concepts used in the embedding) and finally, after
the analysis of eigenvalues, we decided to rely on vectors of size 50.

The last representation created from textual data was based on word2vec355

embeddings of words from the articles [36]. We used the card descriptions to
train word embeddings using the skip-gram method. Since the vocabulary size
of considered texts was relatively small, we decided to use much smaller word
embedding size than in typical text mining applications. We experimentally
checked several sizes between 10 and 50. We noticed that adding more dimen-360

sions to represent the terms brings negligible improvements in values of the loss
function. To create the final card embeddings, we aggregated embeddings of
terms from the textual descriptions by simply taking their mean.

4.3. Context-based embeddings
The third data source considered in SENSEI are specialized databases storing365

meta-data extracted from on-line games. For CCGs, such repositories contain
information about game results along with descriptions of match-ups, e.g., play-
ers’ IDs, their rankings, and decks that they used. Game developers collect this
data to monitor in-game trends and fine-tune game balance. In many cases,
they provide specialized APIs allowing players and content creators to freely370

access some of their resources. For instance, the API for CR allows to obtain
data about 35 most recent games of each player. Similar repositories are created
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by the community. For instance, for HS there is the card and deck database
maintained by the HearthPWN portal16. Nevertheless, data-driven SENSEI-
like frameworks are easier to maintain when the game and its advisory portal375

are developed by the same company (like for TT in our case).
Data about deck compositions in actual games can be used to learn repre-

sentations of cards and decks. One way of doing that is inspired by a word
embedding learning method, i.e., continuous bag of words (CBOW) [35]. Each
deck composed by a player can be considered as a sentence with words corre-380

sponding to cards. The ordering of cards can be imposed, e.g., by the order
in which they were used during a game or in other arbitrary way. In our case,
the representation is learned by training a simple neural network to recognize
the n-th card from an n-card deck, based on information about a subset of the
remaining n − 1 cards (the context) [18]. In this way, the resulting embedding385

of each card is such that its cosine similarity to the average of context embed-
dings is high. Noise contrastive estimation combined with negative sampling is
a common choice for the model training [33]. This approach can be extended
to incorporate additional information about decks, e.g., deck archetypes.

For the purpose of our study, we collected a vast amount of data about decks390

from CR and HS. For CR, we obtained meta-data from about 300 000 000 games
played in the ranked mode from October 2018 – March 201917. We extracted
from this data information about decks constructed by players and we used
this set to learn the CBOW-based card embeddings. For HS, we downloaded
over 335 000 decks composed by players from the aforementioned HearthPWN395

portal. We considered only decks created for regular ranked games. As with
CR, we used the CBOW model to learn the embeddings. In both cases, we
experimented with various embedding sizes but eventually – just like in the
case of embeddings in Subsection 4.2 – we decided to represent the cards by
vectors of size 50.400

4.4. End2end embeddings learned from gameplay data
The availability of gameplay data gives us an opportunity to consider the

card and deck embeddings from a perspective of their influence on the game out-
come. For instance, we gathered a data set of 160 000 000 1v1 CR rank games
using SENSEI’s data acquisition module. Such an abundance of data allows us405

to employ more sophisticated ML approaches, whereby card embeddings can be
trained along with a prediction model and they can be re-used later in other
analytical tasks. In this subsection, we describe in detail one of such ML mecha-
nisms which is actually one of significant novelties of our research. On the other
hand, let us note that in this case we are interested not only in the efficiency410

of the resulting ML model itself, but also in the embedding representation that

16https://www.hearthpwn.com/
17This data set was used in a data science competition organized during the preliminary

phase of our research [17]. It is still publicly available at the KnowledgePit platform https:
//knowledgepit.ml/ providing the means for validating and extending reported experiments.
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Figure 3: DNN architecture of our end2end model for CR (8 cards in deck). E is the size of
embedding, A is the number of auxiliary information per card (e.g., level in CR), G is the
number of global information (e.g., trophies of players in CR). The attention layer may be
any of the described attention versions. It may focus only on a current player thanks to the
side marker in the input. The pool layer makes the model order-independent by averaging
the attention layer output over cards in a given deck. This vector may be interpreted as deck
embedding, if the attention layer can only reference cards from the same deck.

it produces as “a side effect”. This representation will be used, together with
those discussed in Subsections 4.1-4.3, to compare the investigated ensemble
construction strategies, as described in Subsection 4.5.

The task for the considered ML mechanism was to train a model that foresees415

which player is going to win the game based on available meta-data, such as
the composition of players’ decks and their current rankings. To this end, we
decided to design and use a brand new neural network model with the attention
mechanism inspired by [44]. Its architecture is depicted in Figure 3. First,
categorical variables representing card IDs are projected to an E-dimensional420

real space by the embedding layer. Then, an initial internal representation of
cards is built by concatenating the embeddings from the previous layer with
the normalized auxiliary card data extracted from a battle (A features) (e.g.,
card levels for CR). The additional features have a positive indirect effect on
the attention values and trained card embeddings as they provide a meaningful425

context (e.g., in games such as CR, some synergies between cards are visible
only on certain card levels). The resulting representation is flattened to a 2n×
(E + A) matrix of the battle, where n in the number of cards in a deck. This
matrix is further processed by an attention block described below. It computes
altered representations of the cards in the context of the current game, while430

preserving the matrix shape. Since the order of cards is not relevant (decks are
shuffled in the beginning of a battle), a pooling layer reduces the matrix shape
to 2 × (E + A), which could be interpreted as a representation of the decks in
the battle. Finally, the features extracted from global game data (e.g., players’
ranking) are appended and dense layers are used to predict the winner.435

The purpose of the attention block is to infer interactions between cards.
We applied this mechanism at the following four complexity levels: a single
Luong-style attention [32] layer (Pure attention), an attention layer with four
heads limiting the scope of attention to support and adversary pairs (Supp-adv
attention), a single multihead attention layer (Multihead attention), and the full440
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three layers of the Transformer encoder, as defined as follows:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT /

√
E +A

)
V (3)

Pure_attention(X) = Attention(WQX,WKX,WV X) (4)

Multihead_attention(X,h) =

 Attention(WQ
1 X,WK

1 X,WV
1 X)

...

Attention(WQ
h X,WK

h X,WV
h X)

W0 (5)

Supp_adv_attention(X,Y ) =


Attention(WQ

s X,WK
s X,WV

s X)
Attention(WQ

a X,WK
a Y,WV

a Y )
Attention(WQ

a Y,WK
a X,WV

a X)
Attention(WQ

s Y,WK
s Y,WV

s Y )

 (6)

whereby all W are learnable parameters. X in (4) and (5) is the battle-
representing 2n × (E + A) matrix, which is split in (6) into X,Y per-player
n× (E+A) matrices. Additionally, in (5) there are h parts – so-called attention
heads – which are finally put together using a learnable matrix W0.445

In our initial experiments on CR data, the first Pure attention model was
able to learn counter-plays, i.e., cards attended (i.e., the respective cells of QKT

in (3) dominated a row, which correspond to cells of WQX(WKX)T in Pure at-
tention architecture) mostly to their counters, with the attention layer properly
focusing on the enemy’s deck (Figure 4). Further tests showed, however, that450

this behaviour was not stable, as it sometimes learned card synergies, i.e., two
cards often played together. This issue was related to having only one attention
head. The Supp-adv attention model learns both counter-plays and synergies in
the respective slices. The Multihead and Transformer models had even better
accuracy metrics, but the produced attention matrices were not as easily inter-455

pretable as the former. The best model, trained for the aforementioned task of
predicting game-winners, achieved the accuracy of 64.4% for CR when provided
with additional information modifying the card’s behavior (i.e., card level).

Apart from individual card embeddings, the end2end approach allowed us to
learn the embeddings of whole decks. We achieved that by employing the afore-460

mentioned attention architecture: a shared Multihead attention layer limited
to attend only to the same deck. After aggregation between cards, we extract
weights from this layer as deck embeddings (the pooling layer in Figure 3).

4.5. Combining multiple data representations
The presence of many different data sources and methods for constructing465

card and deck embeddings allows for modeling various aspects of CCGs. Then,
when solving a specific analytical problem in SENSEI, one may want to focus on
a particular aspect and the corresponding representation of data. However, it
is important to choose the right representation, which in practice is not an easy
task. Depending on a problem, some embedding types may prove more useful470

than others – to choose the best one, it is necessary to prepare an appropriate
(labeled) data set and perform a quantitative evaluation. Since it is difficult
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Figure 4: An attention map between cards in a CR battle as seen by the pure attention model.
Attention between player 1 to player 2 cards is seen in the top-left quadrants, and the opposite
in bottom-right. Many highlighted cells correspond to a counter-play – for instance Balloon
is neutralized by Minion Horde. Not all most-attended cards are simple counters though –
opponent Valkyrie is attending to Balloon, and those cards have no interaction, but the latter
may be seen as a punishment-play for mana investment in the former.

to directly assess the quality of embeddings, a common approach is to evaluate
their usefulness by measuring the performance of ML models that use them.

A viable alternative to selecting the best data embedding for a given task475

can be constructing a representation that combines various aspects of the data
and allows the ML model to select those which are useful. During our initial
study, we noticed that concatenating multiple embeddings of HS cards achieved
higher accuracy than the individual representations for the problem of win-rate
prediction [20]. In this paper, we further explore this idea by investigating two480

basic strategies of using an ensemble of data representations, i.e., concatenating
embedding (called concat later on), and voting between models trained on data
represented by the individual embedding types (called voting).

The above two strategies can be combined in various ways. For instance,
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the model can be independently trained on each representation, including the485

concatenation of the individual embedding types, and the final decision can be
made using majority voting (for classification task) or averaging (for regression
or similarity comparison task). We will refer to this idea as to concat+voting.
As another example, various embeddings can be used to train simple models in
a model ensemble, e.g., individual trees in a random forest or XGBoost model490

can be trained on data represented by a single randomly selected embedding
type (but different trees must use different embeddings). In the description of
our experiments, we will refer to this approach as a constrained ensemble.

The above strategies of utilizing multimodal data in the process of ensemble
learning reflect different approaches to the construction of robust ML models.495

It is often emphasized in the literature that the diversity of features utilized by
particular models in the ensemble may be important for its accuracy, stability,
and applicability in case of temporary data incompleteness [38]. However, not
so many solutions pay additional attention to the origin of those features and
shift the study of their diversity toward the level of the underlying multimodal500

data sources [45]. Experiments in Section 5 show that the diversification of
ML models with respect to embeddings that constitute their input spaces can
pay off. In particular, we will see that a combination of the concat and voting
strategies often leads to the best accuracy of ML ensembles.

5. Experimental Evaluation of Embedding Learning Methods505

In this section, we describe the results of experiments that we designed to
evaluate the usefulness and soundness of the data representations discussed in
Section 4. Our focus on the attention-based representations introduced in Sub-
section 4.4 and the discussed strategies of operating with multimodal embed-
dings while training ML ensembles. We check the performance of ML methods510

in solving various prediction tasks considered in SENSEI. In particular, we con-
sider the already-discussed CR and HS as two popular competitive games for
which rich public data repositories and information resources are available. How-
ever, we believe that the considered representation methods can be applied to a
much broader spectrum of problems. The data for constructing embeddings of515

in-game entities in CR and HS come from various sources. Each source focuses
on a different aspect of the game, and thus may contribute to various analytical
tasks. Table 1 outlines the data used in experiments. To evaluate the usefulness
of embeddings and their combination methods, we employed these data sources
to define three evaluation tasks. We denote them as Task I: card similarity test;520

Task II: win-rate prediction; Task III: deck archetype classification. Table 2
summarizes them briefly.

5.1. Task I: Card similarity test
Herein, we check if the considered card embeddings can capture non-trivial

interactions and similarities between cards, which typically requires some deeper525

insights about the game. As visible in Figure 1, this task can be treated as a
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Table 1: Summary of all data types related to CR and HS available for the experiments. Each
of the considered data sources can be used to create embeddings of cards and decks.

Data type CR HS

Card-related
data

Text descriptions and meta-
data for 96 cards available
through official API

Text descriptions and meta-
data for 1 595 cards available
through community portals

Gameplay
meta-data
and logs

Meta-data from 160 000 000
ranked 1v1 games, game logs
unavailable

Logs and meta-data from 485
000 emulated bot games (on
340 most popular cards)

Player-made
deck collec-
tions

Over 130 000 decks extracted
from gameplay data, their
win-rates estimated based on
real game outcomes

Over 200 000 decks from
community databases, win-
rates estimated for 600 decks
using games between bots

Table 2: Summary of evaluation tasks and sizes of corresponding data sets.

Task id Task name Overall data set size
(CR | HS)

Task type

Task I Card similarity test 100 | 100 binary

Task II Win-rate prediction 130 223 | 2 400 regression

Task III Deck archetype
classification

1 000 | 1 000 multi-class

kind sanity check prior to considering more advanced analytical goals. The
examined collections of card triples are acquired from expert players. A part of
this data has been already used in our previous research [18]. However, for this
study, we collected a number additional card triples from CR and we exchanged530

some of the HS cards to reflect recent updates to the game. The used card
triples and their labels are included in Supplementary Materials.

Formally, we consider Task I as a verification of whether the similarity be-
tween cards in the embedding space (the aforementioned τSim

Rm×Rm) is consistent
with semantic similarity perceived by expert players (τSim

U×U ). Given a set of535

instances U , a data source DSU , and a similarity measure Sim, we wish to
construct an embedding function eDSU

that maps each object u ∈ U into an
embedding space Rm in a way such that equation (2) is valid. For evaluation,
we use the card triples obtained from experts as a set of test questions C. Each
question c ∈ C consists of three instances c1, c2, c3 ∈ U and a binary answer540

I ∈ {TRUE,FALSE} indicating whether Sim(eDSU
(c1), eDSU

(c2)) should be
greater than Sim(eDSU

(c1), eDSU
(c3)). The quality of function eDSU

is ex-
pressed as the accuracy of answers to questions from C, i.e., Acc(eDSU

) =
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=

∑
(c1,c2,c3;I)∈C (Sim(eDSU

(c1), eDSU
(c2)) > Sim(eDSU

(c1), eDSU
(c3)) == I)

|C|
(7)

We use the cosine similarity metric in the experiment since it is a common choice
when working with high-dimensional data, however, other functions could also545

be used. Following the card similarity task specification, we evaluate the previ-
ously created card embeddings by computing the consistency of similarity values
in the embedding space with the labels indicated by experts. Tables 3 and 4
outline the evaluation results. For each embedding described in Section 4, we re-
port the value of Acc(eDSU

) defined by equation (7), as well as the size of eDSU
,550

i.e., the number of its dimensions. Apart from embeddings corresponding to
individual data sources, we include results for the ensemble strategies discussed
in Subsection 4.5. Concat represents the concatenation of all embeddings ex-
cluding the bag-of-words (it was omitted due to overly high dimensionality),
whereas voting corresponds to the majority voting between similarity indica-555

tions obtained from the individual embeddings. We also report results for the
concat+voting algorithm, i.e., the majority voting with the concat represen-
tation added as one of the voters. Since in this case, the number of voters
was even, draws were resolved in favor of the pair for which the sum of cosine
similarities computed using the voting embeddings was greater.560

5.2. Task II: Prediction of deck win-rates
In this task, we checked if the previously created embeddings of cards are

useful for representing whole decks and whether they can facilitate the construc-
tion of models for predicting deck win-rates. This task is particularly important
for the SENSEI framework – we would like to estimate the quality of decks to565

advise the most effective compositions to our users. The win-rate of a deck is
a percentage of games won by players with this deck. It is the main indicator
whether a particular card selection is advantageous. Usually, in a well-balanced
game, the best deck win-rates oscillate around 50%, while some poorly selected
decks may have a win-rate as low as 0%.570

Formally, Task II can be defined as a regression problem. Given a set of
instances U and a data source DSU , we divide it into three parts, i.e., training
Utr, validation Uval (for hyper-parameter tuning), and test part Ute (for the
evaluation). We aim to create a prediction model M , trained on various data
representations eDSU

(Utr), with the highest generalization quality measured on575

eDSU
(Ute). We quantify the generalization quality using a regression quality

metric. In our experiments, we use the determination coefficient R2:

R2 = 1−
∑

u∈Ute
(M(eDSU

(u))− ȳ)2∑
u∈Ute

(yu − ȳ)2
(8)

where yu is the actual win-rate of u ∈ Ute, M(eDSU
(u)) is a prediction of M for

this instance, and ȳ is the mean yu over all instances from Ute.
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Table 3: Summary of the embedding similarity evaluation results for CR.
Embedding Summary size Acc

concat+voting Ensemble of concat, CBOW, end2end,
LSA, word2vec, expert (Subsection 4.5)

192 0.87

voting Ensemble of embeddings CBOW,
end2end, LSA, word2vec, expert (Sub-
section 4.5)

192 0.86

concat Concatenation of CBOW, end2end,
LSA, word2vec, expert (Subsection 4.5)

192 0.80

end2end Embeddings trained using the end2end
approach (Subsection 4.4)

50 0.76

CBOW The CBOW model trained on a deck
collection (Subsection 4.3)

50 0.76

expert Embeddings proposed by a human ex-
pert (Subsection 4.1)

32 0.72

LSA LSA embeddings build on textual data
(Subsection 4.2)

50 0.71

word2vec The skip-gram model trained on card
descriptions (Subsection 4.2)

10 0.70

bag-of-words The bag-of-words from textual descrip-
tions (Subsection 4.2)

1 683 0.67

The data is characterized in Table 1. For CR, we used a data set from the580

aforementioned open ML competition [17]. The deck win-rates were estimated
based on data from 160 000 000 PvP ranked games played between October
2018 and March 2019. The training set was composed of the most popular 100
000 decks in the first three game seasons, and the test set contained another 24
223 decks used in the following seasons. There was also available a validation585

set of 6 000 decks from the same period as the test data. For HS, we used
the data from the ML competition [20]. In this case, however, the data was
limited to 600 popular decks, whose win-rates were estimated by simulating
485 000 games between four different types of AI bots. The bots were based
on the MCTS algorithm and were described in more detail in [20]. Using the590

simulations was necessary due to a lack of possibility to acquire a sufficiently
large number of HS game results. For both games, the division of data and used
evaluation metrics were exactly the same as in the corresponding competitions.

Our goal was to verify the influence of input representations on the learning
capability of various ML models. We created deck embeddings by averaging the595

embeddings of the corresponding cards and concatenating the resulting vectors
with the bag-of-cards representations. Additionally, we directly learned deck
representations using the end2end approach (Subsection 4.4). We did it by
taking embeddings learned by the corresponding attention-based model which
was trained to predict winners in games, based only on the compositions of the600

involved decks. For each of embeddings, we trained three commonly used pre-
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Table 4: Summary of the embedding similarity evaluation results for HS.
Embedding Summary size Acc

concat+voting Ensemble of concat, CBOW, end2end,
LSA, word2vec, expert (Subsection 4.5)

239 0.83

voting Ensemble of CBOW, end2end, LSA,
word2vec, expert (Subsection 4.5)

239 0.78

concat Concatenation of CBOW, end2end,
LSA, word2vec, expert (Subsection 4.5)

239 0.75

expert Embeddings proposed a human expert
(Subsection 4.1)

39 0.72

word2vec The skip-gram model trained on card
descriptions (Subsection 4.2)

50 0.72

CBOW The CBOW model trained on a deck
collection (Subsection 4.3)

50 0.69

bag-of-words The bag-of-words from textual descrip-
tions (Subsection 4.2)

5 636 0.66

LSA LSA embeddings build on textual data
(Subsection 4.2)

50 0.65

end2end Embeddings trained using the end2end
approach (Subsection 4.4)

50 0.59

diction models: generalized linear models with the ridge regularization (GLM ),
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN ), and XGBoost [7] (XGB). We expect this selection
to show the generality of our multimodal representations. We did not focus
heavily on the hyperparameter fine tuning. For GLM, we used the implemen-605

tation from the glmnet library, with alpha set to 0.0 and nlambdas set to 200.
For XGB, the learning rate eta was set to 0.01, the number of trained trees
was 1 000, and the maximal tree depth was 10. Additionally, heavy L1 and
L2 regularization was used. For kNN, the k parameter was set to 53 and the
Gaussian kernel was used for neighbours weighting.610

5.3. Task III: Classification of deck archetypes using active learning
Deck archetypes can be seen as a categorization of decks by the collective

community of players. The prediction of deck archetypes is therefore a classi-
fication problem. An archetype often defines the gameplay strategy of a deck.
Players usually have a preferred style of gameplay, thus recommendations of615

card substitutions in a deck should preserve its archetype. This feature is espe-
cially valuable for newbies who are accustomed to only a few decks but want to
expand their horizons. SENSEI, thanks to deck classification capabilities, can
suggest similar decks with new cards that still fit to the same archetype. Thus,
the players can improve their skills in using new cards and at the same time620

can use the same strategies that they are familiar with. Unfortunately, infor-
mation about deck archetypes is often not available in the community-managed
deck repositories, or its quality is questionable, e.g., there is no fixed taxonomy
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allowing to label archetypes in a consistent way. For this reason, we consider
the problem of learning archetypes through the interaction with players, i.e.,625

we take the active learning approach [40] which allows us to construct efficient
archetype classification models using relatively small subsets of labeled decks.

Formally, we define Task III as a limited training data pool-based active
learning problem. Given an instance pool Utr, data source DSU , the corre-
sponding training data representations consisting of records (eDSU

(u), yu)u∈Utr ,630

and a prediction model M , we search for a training subset Uopt of a fixed size N ,
such that the model trained on this subset achieves the highest generalization
quality measured on hold-out sets (eDSU

(u), yu)u∈Ute
, i.e.:

Uopt = argmaxU∗⊆Utr:|U∗|=NEpossible sets Ute
q
(
(MU∗

(eDSU
(u)), yu)u∈Ute

)
(9)

where MU∗
is the mapping induced by the model M trained on the subset U∗,

E is the expected value over a space of possible hold-outs, and q is a quality635

metric defined over sets of hold-out tuples (MU∗
(eDSU

(u)), yu)u∈Ute
. In our

experiments, q is the balanced accuracy measure (bac).
In our approach, we begin by choosing a smaller initial training subset at

random. Then, we utilize the algorithm based on density weighted batch un-
certainty sampling [40]. Specifically, at each step, we select an instance that640

maximizes the importance:

uopt = arg max
u∈Utr

[
ϕ(u)α · Sim(u)β ·Dis(u)γ

]
(10)

where ϕ is a measure of the informativeness of instances,

Sim(u) =
1

|Utr|
∑

u′∈Utr

sim(u, u′) (11)

measures their similarity-based representativeness, and

Dis(u) =
1

|current batch|
∑

u′′∈ current batch

dis(u, u′′) (12)

measures the dissimilarity in the current batch, assuming that we have already
chosen some instances u′′. Parameters α, β, γ control the relative importance of645

each factor. In our experiments, they were set to α = β = γ = 1. As about ϕ, we
employed the entropy of estimated class probabilities returned by the prediction
model at a given stage of the process. Let us note that in our formulation of
the batch selection problem, the notion of similarity between instances is of
paramount importance. In particular, we set dis(u1, u2) = 1 − sim(u1, u2), so650

the two last terms in equation (10) depend on similarity values.
To assess the importance of card embeddings for the batch selection process,

we evaluate the overall performance of the archetype prediction model during
the active learning cycle for the deck similarities induced by different sets of
card embeddings. As in Task II, we compute embedding of a deck as a mean655
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of its card embeddings and we use the cosine similarity measure. To implement
the voting strategy for the representation ensembling, we rank similarities com-
puted for each individual embedding, and we average the ranks. (We scale the
similarity matrices to the 0-1 range by dividing by the maximum value.) We
also checked an alternative voting strategy – called representatives – in which660

the instances for a new batch are ranked with regard to each individual embed-
ding, and the batch is selected by sequentially taking top-ranked instances in
each ranking (in random order) until the required batch size is obtained.

We compare the obtained active learning results with the results achieved
using the bag-of-cards representation, and also to the baseline approach where665

(dis)similarity measures are not taken into account (i.e., β = γ = 0). In our
experiments, we use a logistic Lasso model M , the data pool set size equal to 700
and the initial training subset size equal to 100. We finish the active learning
procedure when the total number of instances selected for model training is 300.
We train the model only on the bag-of-cards representation, as our main goal670

is to highlight the impact of embeddings on similarity-based instance selection.
For each experiment, we evaluate the active learning procedure for 10 random
pool-test splits and for each split, we perform 25 independent runs for randomly
sampled initial training subsets. Thus, for each embedding type, we perform
250 runs in order to provide reliable quality evaluation estimates.675

6. Analysis of the Experimental Results

The results obtained for the first of considered tasks confirm our main re-
search claims. For both games, the combinations of different types of represen-
tations led to considerably better models than any of the individual embeddings
(see Tables 3 and 4). Moreover, in both cases, the voting strategy brought a680

greater improvement than the concatenation of embeddings, and concat+voting
strategy obtained the best outcomes. At the same time, there seems to be no
pattern regarding the quality of individual representations. It shows that in
practical applications it is difficult to select in advance a single data source and
a representation that can capture the similarity between game entities.685

Another observation refers to the proposed end2end approach. For CR, it
turned out to be the best individual embedding to measure the similarity be-
tween cards, while for HS it was the worst one. This is most likely related to
the data availability issue. In case of CR, the neural network was trained on a
large collection of real game outcomes, with additional information about the690

context of each game (i.e., player rankings and card levels). For HS, the model
was trained only on games between bots, and the number of available games
was significantly lower (see more details in Table 1). It is aligned with common
experience that approaches based on neural networks do require significant vol-
umes of training data and, if such volumes are not in place, it is better to rely695

on simpler methods. On the other hand, to demonstrate their usefulness for
both games, we measured the impact of removing end2end embeddings from
the best-performing ensemble method. For both games, we noticed a drop in
the accuracy value, i.e., for CR it dropped from 0.87 to 0.81 (0.06 change), while
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Table 5: Results (values of the R2 metric) obtained for the deck win-rate prediction tasks
for CR and HS. Data representations corresponding to each embedding type were used to
train three models: GLM, XGBoost, kNN. The concat column shows results obtained by
using concatenation of all embeddings; voting corresponds to results of an ensemble of models
trained on individual embeddings; concat+voting shows results of a combination of the voting
and concat representation ensembling strategies, i.e., an ensemble of models trained on the
concat and the individual embeddings (see Subsection 4.5). The baseline results correspond
to plain bag-of-cards representations of decks. e2e stands for end2end (Subsection 4.4).

For base- expert CBOW card word- LSA deck
CR line e2e 2vec e2e
GLM 0.1300 0.1304 0.1306 0.1305 0.1305 0.1313 0.1712
XGB 0.2565 0.2599 0.2549 0.2607 0.2614 0.2616 0.2601
kNN 0.2207 0.2264 0.2222 0.2226 0.2280 0.2163 0.2240

For base- expert CBOW card word- LSA deck
HS line e2e 2vec e2e

GLM 0.6877 0.6983 0.6939 0.6655 0.6896 0.6989 0.6790
XGB 0.5962 0.6285 0.6092 0.6355 0.6264 0.6281 0.6605
kNN 0.3767 0.3755 0.3762 0.3741 0.3775 0.3763 0.4180

For concat voting concat For concat voting concat
CR voting HS voting
GLM 0.1731 0.1394 0.1455 GLM 0.6865 0.6985 0.7001
XGB 0.2663 0.2691 0.2701 XGB 0.6441 0.6944 0.6997
kNN 0.2247 0.2304 0.2307 kNN 0.4187 0.3836 0.3890

for HS it dropped from 0.83 to 0.82 (0.01 change). It shows how beneficial it is700

to combine representations obtained from different data modalities.
The outcomes of the tests conducted for Task II lead to similar conclusions.

The results clearly show the advantage of the multimodal representation ensem-
bling strategies over the usage of individual embeddings. Both concat and voting
approaches allowed us to achieve better predictions in terms of the determina-705

tion coefficient (the R2 metric) than the baseline bag-of-cards representation,
as well as the most of embeddings based on a single data source. When it comes
to our deck-end2end representation, it was better than the voting ensembles for
the GLM model on CR data. It also achieved a better result than concat for the
XGB model for HS. Still, even though we expected that approach to yield good710

results, it proved to be less efficient than using the ensemble of models trained
on each of the considered representations. In some cases, the evaluation score of
models trained on end2end embeddings was slightly lower than scores obtained
for textual descriptions of cards (e.g., for XGB trained on the CR data). More-
over, for both games, the aggregations of card-level end2end embeddings were715

worse than the end2end embeddings obtained for whole decks.
Similarly to Task I, we checked the influence of removing the end2end em-

beddings from the best-performing ensembles. Again, we noted a considerable
drop in predictions quality. In particular, for CR the quality dropped from
0.1731 to 0.1367 for GLM, from 0.2701 to 0.2594 for XGB, and from 0.2307 to720
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Table 6: Results for different embedding-based representativeness and dissimilarity measures
in active learning of deck archetype classification for CR. The quality of each embedding is
measured using the mean bac over all pool-test splits, initial training random subsets, and
training sizes. 5, 15, 25 are the batch sizes. A total of 250 runs of the whole experiment for
each embedding type and batch size. Std indicates a standard deviation of the results.

Embeddings 5 5 15 15 25 25
used in AL mean std mean std mean std

random: β = γ = 0 0.9108 0.0059 0.9099 0.0053 0.9100 0.0057
bag-of-cards 0.9187 0.0059 0.9185 0.0059 0.9182 0.0058

expert 0.9211 0.0049 0.9208 0.0046 0.9200 0.0045
CBOW 0.9256 0.0047 0.9236 0.0049 0.9223 0.0048

card-end2end 0.9251 0.0050 0.9231 0.0054 0.9218 0.0053
word2vec 0.9207 0.0054 0.9202 0.0050 0.9193 0.0051

LSA 0.9167 0.0066 0.9183 0.0063 0.9185 0.0060
deck-end2end 0.9162 0.0063 0.9179 0.0058 0.9175 0.0062

concat 0.9163 0.0072 0.9153 0.0075 0.9146 0.0073
voting 0.9203 0.0052 0.9209 0.0052 0.9204 0.0052

concat+voting 0.9184 0.0062 0.9185 0.0059 0.9184 0.0057
representatives 0.9221 0.0065 0.9207 0.0066 0.9196 0.0065

0.2218 for kNN. For HS, the R2 metric values dropped from 0.7001 to 0.6917 for
GLM, from 0.6997 to 0.6576 for XGB, and from 0.4187 to 0.3758 for kNN. Fi-
nally, a detailed comparison of the results for concat and voting methods shows
that usually the latter one allows to obtain better results. Nevertheless, in a ma-
jority of cases, the combination of those two strategies (concat+voting) yields725

the best overall results, which suggests that this is the most robust approach
for the win-rate prediction task. Table 5 shows the detailed results obtained for
each embedding and each multimodal representation ensembling strategy.

For Task II, we also conducted an additional experiment to check if various
embeddings can facilitate training base models in an ensemble learning algo-730

rithm such as the gradient boosting. For this purpose, we modified the code of
the XGBoost library to change the way in which individual trees are trained, i.e.,
we limited the selection of features for the construction of each tree to a single
randomly chosen embedding type, and we allowed that each tree used a different
embedding. The probability of selecting any particular type of representation,735

including the concatenation of all base embeddings, was equal. This is actually
an XGBoost-specific implementation of the constrained approach mentioned in
Subsection 4.5, whereby concat is used as an extra embedding. We observed
that for HS, this approach achieved a considerably better R2 value than the
XGB model trained on the concatenation of all embeddings (0.6441 −→ 0.6725)740

while for CR, the results were comparable (0.2663 −→ 0.2649). This shows that
such strategy can also be feasible and should be investigated in future.

Tables 6 and 7 show the averaged results of experiments for Task III, ob-
tained for CR and HS, respectively. The performance was assessed using the bac
measure. All embedding methods outperformed the random selection baseline745
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Table 7: Results for different embedding-based representativeness and dissimilarity measures
in active learning of deck archetype classification for HS. Quality measured like in Table 6.

Embeddings 5 5 15 15 25 25
used in AL mean std mean std mean std

random: β = γ = 0 0.9806 0.0036 0.9789 0.0028 0.9764 0.0031
bag-of-cards 0.9881 0.0051 0.9850 0.0048 0.9821 0.0045

expert 0.9866 0.0070 0.9844 0.0052 0.9821 0.0043
CBOW 0.9873 0.0064 0.9839 0.0049 0.9806 0.0049

card-end2end 0.9839 0.0069 0.9806 0.0071 0.9781 0.0066
word2vec 0.9855 0.0062 0.9831 0.0053 0.9804 0.0047

LSA 0.9853 0.0063 0.9826 0.0058 0.9798 0.0057
deck-end2end 0.9868 0.0037 0.9834 0.0033 0.9802 0.0030

concat 0.9885 0.0036 0.9858 0.0033 0.9826 0.0029
voting 0.9870 0.0062 0.9845 0.0054 0.9817 0.0050

concat+voting 0.9872 0.0059 0.9845 0.0054 0.9814 0.0053
representatives 0.9876 0.0046 0.9841 0.0041 0.9809 0.0040

for both games. For CR, the best results were obtained by the CBOW embed-
dings. We checked if the differences between results for CBOW and bag-of-cards
are statistically significant, and we were able to reject the null hypothesis about
equality of the means using the paired t-test with p-value < 0.001 for all consid-
ered batch sizes. For HS, the best results were obtained by the representation750

ensembling methods (i.e., the concat embeddings). In this case, however, the
second best results were for the standard bag-of-cards representation, and the
differences between the best two embeddings were not statistically significant
(p-value > 0.1). The reason for this may be the fact that the problem of learning
deck archetypes for HS turned out to be quite simple – all considered embed-755

ding methods achieved high bac values. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the averaged
results for each embedding type in consecutive iterations of the active learning
cycle when the batch size was set to 5. The corresponding plots for the batch
size 15 and 25 are added to Supplementary Materials.

The representation ensembling approaches, especially those which are based760

on a voting strategy, proved to be reliable choices for both CR and HS. Although
for CR the CBOW and card-end2end embeddings obtained slightly better re-
sults, voting and representatives (see Subsection 5.3) were not far behind. Their
results could also be considered significantly better than for the baseline (i.e.,
β = γ = 0), with p-value < 0.05 for all considered batch sizes. Interestingly,765

the concat approach did not work well for CR. It shows that using such a high-
dimensional representation for the computation of similarities can be risky.

7. Conclusions

Data representation is ever-present in AI, ML, and computer science in gen-
eral. When developing intelligent systems, feature engineering is one of the770
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Figure 5: Average results obtained by various embedding types in consecutive iterations of
the active learning of CR deck archetypes when the batch size 5 was used.

most pertinent, time-consuming and ambiguous tasks. Although it is typically
carried out in the early stages of development, it has a huge impact on the final
performance of a system. In this article, we focused on multimodal data often
available in the video game domain. In our case study, we considered collectible
card games (CCGs) – Clash Royale (CR) and Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft775

(HS), whereby data sources correspond to card descriptions, game logs, expert
knowledge provided by players, web portals, forums, results of simulations, etc.
However, we believe that our findings generalize to other video games, as well
as many real-life applications which can go far beyond the video game industry.

We comprehensively studied various approaches to entity representation780

learning, which are based on both, standard techniques from the NLP domain
and our own novel ideas. We investigated the possibility to represent game cards
by means of their textual descriptions – as bags-of-words, using LSA, or by ag-
gregated word2vec embeddings. We also used the CBOW model to train the
embeddings based on large collections of player-made decks. On the other hand,785

we introduced a neural network architecture to learn embeddings based on the
outcomes of real games. What is even more important, we verified the useful-
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Figure 6: Average results obtained by various embedding types in consecutive iterations of
the active learning of HS deck archetypes when the batch size 5 was used.

ness of embeddings ensembles, i.e., the ensembles of ML models trained using
different configurations of data representations. We considered several strate-
gies for combining different representations, whereby some of them were not790

thoroughly investigated in the literature so far. In particular, we demonstrated
the usefulness of ensembles whereby some ML models rely on single embeddings
while the others browse through multimodal embedding concatenations.

In experiments, we confirmed that all of the considered representations can
be useful. We checked their performance in several practical problems of video795

game analytics, i.e., detecting similarities between entities (Task I), estimating
win-rates of decks (Task II), and discovering deck archetypes using the active
learning approach (Task III). We demonstrated that the ensembles in which in-
dependent models are trained on individual embeddings are typically the safest
choice and usually obtain the best results. It is also beneficial to include a model800

trained on a concatenation of the embeddings corresponding to different data
modalities as one of the voters in the final ensemble. This particular approach
outperformed other methods for both CR and HS in two of the test problems
(Tasks I and II). Moreover, in case of Task II, the performance increase was
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noticeable for two out of three prediction models, including the most accurate805

ones – XGB for CR and GLM for HS. In Task III, the representation ensemble
methods obtained the best results only for HS. In this case, the concatenation
method achieved slightly better results than the voting approach, however, the
difference in their results was negligible, and they both significantly outper-
formed the baseline that did not take into account the (dis)similarity between810

cards (i.e., β = γ = 0). Unexpectedly, for CR the best results were observed for
CBOW embeddings, and the second-best were for the proposed card-end2end
method. Still, the voting ensemble was still better than the considered baseline.

The results of this research have already been applied in our SENSEI frame-
work. Still, we plan some extensions in the near future. For instance, we815

would like to extend our experiments related to methods of combining repre-
sentations obtained using different data sources. Although generally, learning
a single representation from different data sources seems not always possible
due to differences in data granularity and optimization objectives, it would be
interesting to consider such an approach for specific cases. It would also be820

interesting to analyze the effectiveness of the framework for different domains,
e.g., different game genres or traditional sports. In particular, we want to verify
whether knowledge transfer between embedding learning models can be effec-
tively incorporated. The newest SENSEI’s deployment associated with our own
aforementioned video game TT is certainly a step towards this direction.825
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